
 
 

Frederick Brosen 

Watercolor  
 

SUPPLY LIST 
The following list is based on my own painting approach, and are suggestions, not requirements. Those students 

with more experience are welcome to incorporate their own material preferences. 

 

Most of the following supplies may be purchased at the League’s art supply store, located in the 

lobby.  

 

PAPER: 

The singularly most important element. I recommend Arches paper, in block or sheet formats: 

 Blocks:  140pd. Cold-Pressed paper, in 10x14” or 12x16” size 

 Sheets:   300pd Cold-Pressed sheets, in 22x30” size. These sheets can be divided into 2 or 4 smaller 

sheets, and the 300pd weight makes stretching on a small scale unnecessary 

 

PAINTS: 

I recommend a limited palette of nine Windsor & Newton professional grade colors: 

 5 Warm Colors:  Cadmium Red and Cadmium Yellow; Burnt Sienna and Raw Sienna; and Permanent 

Rose* 

 4 Cool Colors:  Windsor Blue Green Shade and Windsor Blue Red Shade**; Hookers Green; and Paynes 

Grey 

*This color has replaced Rose Madder Genuine, which is too fugitive. ** The Windsor Blues have replaced 

Cerulean and Cobalt Blues, they are staining and transparent, which makes for excellent washes and glazing 

 

MASKING: 

The best, by far is Nichiban Tape 2” wide. Available only at NY Central Supply, 11th St ad 3rd Ave. 

 

PENCILS: 

I recommend Mars-Staedtler Mechanical Pencils and Rotary Sharpeners with 3H or 2H leads, although traditional 

pencils and sharpeners are fine if you prefer. 

 

PALETTE and MIXING PANS: 

Best, but more expensive, is the white ceramic rectangular palette and small round mixing pans called ‘China 

Nest’. Plastic equivalents are OK but very light and so less stable, especially outdoors. Tip: Pearl River Market, on 

Lower Broadway (about 3 blocks above Canal), has VERY inexpensive ceramic dishes downstairs. 

 

BRUSHES:  

Please do not spend a fortune on brushes; you do not need Windsor & Newton Series 7! Windsor & Newton 

also has a great and inexpensive line, Artists Watercolor Brushes. Or choose a brand you like. Utrecht and Dick 

Blick both carry many lines. 

1” Flat; #2, #6, #10 Rounds 

 

OTHER: 

Kneaded Eraser; 2 small water holders or cups; Paper Towels; 12” ruler or 9 or 10” Triangle 
 

Those of you with digital cameras should bring them along for helpful photo reference.  

 

Questions: rickbrosen@gmail. Thank you, and good painting! 


